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A I)stra.ct

<b. >-d<b. > _<bE < <bE >+d<bn > (1)Results of a study to determine the sensitivity of tune to

uncertainties of the systematic magnetic harmonic errors < an > -d < an > _ an < < an > +d < an > (2)

in the 8 cm dipoles of RHIC are reported. Tolerances spec- The present study was made to determine whether the
ified to the manufacturer for tooling and fabrication can
result in systematic harmonics different from the expected tuneshifts produced by systematic harmonic errors whosevalues are at the center or extremes of the limits defined
values. Limits on the range of systematic harmonics have

in Eq.1 and Eq.2 are acceptable.
been established from magnet calculations, and the impact

on tune from such harmonics has been established. 2 MULTIPOLES

1 INTRODUCTION 2.1 Magnet body

Higher order magnetic fields from superconducting dipoles The profiles of KHIC dipoles and quadrupoles have been
and quadrupoles depend on the profile of the cross section iterated to adjust allowed magnet harmonics to desired
of the magnet iron as well as the location, orientation, and values. Small systematic deviations from the ideal design
uniformity of the superconducting cable. The profiles for can produce significant changes, d < b, > and d < an >,
RHIC dipoles and quadrupoles have been carefully iter- in the allowed systematic harmonic errors. The multipoles
ated to adjust allowed harmonics to acceptable values. In for arc dipoles at injection are listed in Table 1.

particular, the values of systematic b2 (sextupole) and b4
harmonics in the arc dipoles have been reduced to zero 2.2 Magnet ends

at excitation corresponding to the transition energy. The The fields from the magnet ends, denoted by lead and
systematic multipoles corresponding to the magnet design nonlead, have been parametrized with integral coefficients
are termed "expected _ systematic multipoles and ate de- Bn, d < B, >, crBn, An, d < An >, and nan. The ends of

noted by < bn > and < an > for the normal and skew the magnet coils have been tailored to minimize the sum
components, respectively, of harmonic errors from the body and the ends.

Production magnets will most probably have harmonic

errors that differ from their expected values. These de- 2.3 Magnet orientationviations ate unknown but ate divided into random and

systematic components. The random component arises Magnet multipoles are specified for a standard geometry
from sources "that differ from magnet to magnet and in- in which the measuring probe is inserted from the nonlead
elude variations in coil size and positioning that are within end. When the probe is inserted from the lead end, certain
specified manufacturing tolerances. These errors have the order multipoles change sign. In dipoles odd order bn's and
usual notation of ab,_ and ann. The unknowm systematic even order an's change sign; in quadrupoles even order bn's

components have sources, such as tolerances in tooling, and odd order an's change sign.
'9 w

that are common to all magnets. These errors are denoted $ _,_ k? __byd<bn>andd<an> The concept ofd<bn>and

d < an > provides a useful tool during pre and early pro- Table 1: Expected systematic and random narmonic errors :*
duction to establish the possible limits ofsystematic errors, in the RHIC arc dipoles at injection (primed units)
As production progresses and the number of magnets in- n <bn> d<bn> cbn <an> d<an> nan
creases, systematic and random errors will be defined, and 1 .4 - .0 .8 0.3 1. 1.3

the d < bn > and d < an > will become _ro. 2 -3.5 4.0 2.3 -.4 .0 .5
The tuneshift from random errors should be small. On 3 .2 .0 .3 .0 .3 1.0

the other hand, the d < bn > and d < an > will produce 4 -.2 1.0 .6 .0 .06 .2

nonzero tuneshifts. The sign of the d < bn > and d < an > 5 .0 .03 .1 -. 1 .0 .26
is not known apriori; hence the systematic harmonic errors 6 .15 .1 .2 .0 .03 .1
are expected to be within :h_ limits: 7 .0 .03 .1 .0 .03 .1

*Workperformedunder the auspices of the U.S. Departmenfo f 8 .3 .1 .1 .0 .03 .l
Energy . C_" 9 .0 .03 .1 .0 .03 .1
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All arc dipoles haw' tile same physical orientation in i)otli
rings of RItlC. In tile "Blue ring", where the beam tra-
verses in a clockwise direction the arc dipole, are l,osi- Avx(3) = ba[Aa x ,/x(_} _ + Ba x fa(_x _y)] (3)

tioned in the positive sense; in the "Yellow ring" they Av,(4) = b4[A4 x ,ix(_) a + B4(d-a) x f4((x (y)] (4)
are oriented in tile negative sense. Orientation of all P P '

quadrupoles and most insertion dipoles is mirror symmet- where An, A4, Ba, and B4 are constants and fa((x, %,) and
tic with respect to the crossing points; hence half have f4{,ex,(r) are functions of cx and (r.
positive and half have negative orientations. The signs of The contribution to Avx(3) from action is independent
multipoles in all Inagnets have been assigned to be consis- of Ap/p, while the the contribution from action to Avx(4)
tent with the magnet orientation, is an odd func_.:on of Ap/p. In general, for multipole or-

ders > 2, tuneshifts from odd ordered multipoles are sym-
3 TUNE DETERMINATION metric functions of Ap/p, and tuneshifts from even order

multipoles are antisymmetric functions of Ap/p.
3.1 Baseline Lattice Inspection of Table 1 indicates the only nonzero, un-

allowed harmonics are < bl > and < b3 >. The basic
The baseline lattice includes all linear effects plus contri-
butions from expected systematic harmonic errors. It in-. shape of each leaf in Figure 1 results from < b3 >-- 0.2

The superposition of dvx(3) and dye(4) causes addition
eludes: of tuneshifts at one extreme of Ap/p and cancellation at

1). random displacements of all elements with the other extreme. Reversing the sign of either ba or b4
O'x= _ry = 0.5rnrn, reverses the sense of addition and cancellation.

2). random rolls of all elements, Orthet a = O.OOlradian,
3). _rbt and oral in all elements,
4). < b, > and < an > for 2 < n < 9, 3.4 Baseline Lattice with Grumman Dipoles
5). decoupling for skew quadruole errors, and The magnet multipoles, measured at 660A for the first
6). chromaticity corrected to nominal values Grumman dipole DRG101, are listed in Table 2. The col-

(-3 for injection or 2 for storage), umn labels bn and an indicate multipole coefficients per
unit length, while the labels Bn and An indicate integral
values for the magnet ends.

3.2 Procedure A tuneleaf plot, generated when the multipoles from
DRG101 were used as systematic multipoles in all 8 cm

Tuneshifts produced by magnetic harmonic errors are rune- dipoles of the arcs and insertions, is shown in Figure 3.
tions of the momentum error Ap/p and the initial action, The shape suggests the tuneshift from b4 is increasing the
etot = {x "4- _y. Tunes have been determined by parti- tunespread at Ap/p = +0.11 percent and decreasing it at
tie tracking for ¢tot = (n × O')_/_ * when n = 2, 4, 6 and Ap/p = -0.11 percent. Change of orientaion of all leaves
7 with aspect ratios, Cx/¢tot = 0.96,0.75, 0.50,0.25, and results from the change of sign of both ba and b4 used to
0.04 at Ap/p = 0 and +2.5(ap/p) where ap/p = 0.044 generate Figure 3.
percent at injection. The average horizontal and vertical
phase advance per turn are plotted in tune space. Points
corresponding to the same initial action and points cor-

responding to the same initial aspect ratio are connected
with lines. The results, a "tunelear' plot, are shown in

Figure 1 for the baseline lattice when a particular seed is
used to initiate the random number generator.

3.3 Baseline Lattice plus d < b, >

Tuneshifts have been determined when a selected d < b, > Table 2: Measured multipoles in R.HIC arc dipole DRG101

is added as a perturbation to the baseline lattice. Inspec- at injection (primed units)
tion of Table 1 indicates the allowed harmonics are largest. Body Lead Nonlead ......

Of these, b2 is corrected to first order by sextupole cor- n bn an Bn An B, A,
rectors. The expected value of < b4 >= 0.2 is small, 1 -0.45 1.24 1.02 -3.25 0.57 -1.46
but d < b4 >= 1 is large and produces an appreciable 2 -1.20 -0.03 19.34 -9.97 2.64 0.33
tuneshift. This is shown in Figure 2. 3 -0.15 0.47 0.22 0.26 0.06 -0.31

The most pronounced effect occurs when d < b4 > is 4 -1.63 0.02 0.31 2.16 0.63 0.03
added in the arc dipoles; the resulting tuneleaf plot is 5 -0.01 0.02 0.06 0.06 0.00 0.04

shown in Figure 2. A simple model is adequate to explain 6 -0.45 0.00 1.15 -0.91 0.06 -0.01
the basic features as being the summation of tuneshifts 7 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 0.06 -0.02 0.03

from < ba > and < b4 > +d < b4 >. The tuneshifts from 8 0.26 0.00 -0.06 0.22 -0.21 0.01
these multipoles have the forms: 9 0.04 0.05 -0.03 0.00 -0.07 0.03
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4 RES U LTS 0.20 , --7----_--q , r

The investigation of impact on tunes from harmonic er- _---v----_/// _
rors in arc dipoles being different than expected indicates • /|

the only multipole.s of concern are b2 and b4. The large 0.19 /'/

/ ._]

uncertainty represented by d < b2 >= 4 in Table 1 is of 11"/.
little concern at injection where the magnetic rigidity of

the charged particles is low. The adequacy of sextupole 0.18

ficient when as many as four insertions are operating at _<_

/3° = lm [1]. The importance of uncertainty in d < b4 > 0.17
at storage is expected to be negligible, since the aperture .11%

there is limited in the high fl quadrupoles and the corre- I- /q
sponding betatron amplitudes in the arc dipoles will be

,l

small. The principal concern is the d < b4 > at injection. 0.16
If b4 is near the extremes in Eq.1, it may be necessary
to use decapole correctors or make a slight dipole cross

section modification [2]. 0.15 I , I , I ,
0.15 0.16 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.20
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Figure I: Tuneleaf for the baseline lattice. All d < bn > Figure 3: Tuneleafwhen multipoles from Grumman dipole

and d < an > are zero in all elements. In 8 cm dipoles DRG101 are used in all 8 cm dipoles as a pertubation of
ha'= 0.2 and b4'= -0.2 the baseline lattice: bs'= -0.15 and b4'= -1.63
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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Gcvernment or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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